Abstract
Introduction
In CAD system, geometric constraint is often used to describe entities and relationships between two entities in 2 dimension sketches. Geometric constraint solution is that when design requirements are modified by users, graphics which meet new constraints are drawn automatically based on the existing design sketches in CAD system. The quality of constraint solving is very important to the performance of CAD modeling system. Cao presents a broader range handling method to unify special constraints with ordinary constraints and gives a transformation approach to transform under-constrained problems into wellconstrained ones. A d-tree decomposition algorithm is described based on node degrees in geometric constraint graphs [1] . Imbach applies geometric knowledge to specialize a socalled coefficient parameter continuation in 3D geometric constraint systems. Even though this method does not ensure to obtain all solutions, it provides several real ones. In new approach, geometric knowledge is used to search new solutions [2] . Albarelli casts the problem into a game-theoretic framework for guiding the inlier selection towards a consistent subset of correspondences. It makes geometric constraints depend on motion parameter knowledge and some semi-local properties estimated from local appearances of image features [3] . Haller presents a kind of body and cad structure which is constrained by pairwise coincidence, angular and distance constraints. At the same time, 21 relevant geometric constraints are given and their corresponding infinitesimal rigidity theory for these structures is proposed [4] . Zhang gives a reconfiguration theory of geometric puzzles to model the topology change, in which methods of partition and assembly process analysis are given. It aims to extract kinematic chains as links and joints. At the same time, the puzzle unlocking method is described. Configuration constraint rearrangement is defined as reconfiguration links and joints [5] . Yeguas presents a new method to model large and complex threedimension scenes, which can process any model intuitively provided by users. It exploits adjacent relationships between shapes and objects in model [6] . Ait-Aoudia proposes a decomposition-recombination planning algorithm, in which 2 dimension geometric constraint problems are solved by a graph reduction method. Based on key concept of skeletons, the complete constraint problem is decomposed into sub-constraint problems. Then, solutions of these sub-problems are recombined as the whole problem's solution [7] . Mathis integrates decomposition with reparameterization in order to reparameterize and decompose a geometric constraint system. In process of reparameterization, its purpose is not to minimize the number of added constraints, but to decompose the system in which each one owns a minimal number of such added constraints [8] . Liu defines equivalences of geometric constraint graphs and gives a novel method to transform a closed-loop constraint graph into an equivalent openloop one. DOF reduction analysis and disturbing method is applied to identify whether these closed-loop constraints can be broken from a certain edge [9] . Yi decomposes constraints into two categories including original constraints and additional constraints for a geometric constraint multi-solution problem. Multiple solutions are found from constraint equations. Then, genetic algorithm and ant algorithm are combined to search for the optimal solution from these solutions [10] . Gao decomposes a 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional constraint problem into C-tree. When the proposed method is applied, a geometric constraint problem is decomposed into basic merge patterns. Its purpose is to obtain the smallest geometric constraint problem when the original problem is solved [11] . Joan-Arinyo uses non-trivialwidth interval parameters to solve general geometric constraint problems. These parameters may be irrelevant to the problem's domain. Experiments show that it can solve geometric problems with tolerances, check constraint feasibility and analyze link motion of planar mechanisms [12] .
In this paper, entity-parameter graphs are adopted to describe geometric constraint relations in 2 dimension CAD model. When entity-parameter graphs are decomposed, a geometric constraint set related to modification operations is gotten. The purpose is to decrease the size of constraint solving. At the same time, particle swarm optimization algorithm is applied to solve this geometric constraint set.
Decompose Geometric Constraints based on Entity-parameter Graphs
In the process of establishing 2D CAD models, new geometric constraints are introduced. When a model is edited, these existing geometric constraints will change. In order to obtain a model satisfied by customers, all geometric constraint equations are synthesized, and simultaneous equations are solved. In a 2D CAD model, there are a large number of entities. A large number of parameters are involved in each entity. In order to describe constraint relationships between two entities, multiple geometric constraint equations are used. In addition, constraint equations often contain multiple parameters. For a simple 2D CAD model, the solution of its constraint equations is complex and difficult.
A 2D CAD model is often composed by many entities. An entity is only associated with several entities, but it is not relevant to the rest ones. Operations for a model are often a gradual process. Every operation is conducted based on the existing model, and an entity is only involved. An entity's change is reflected in changes of its parameters, which causes adjustments of some geometric constraint relationships. But the rest constraint relationships are not affected. These affected constraint equations are synthesized to get the original problem's solution, in which original complex equations need not to be solved. The size and difficulty of constraint solution are reduced. Therefore, complex model operations can be transformed into many simple ones. In this paper, entity-parameter graphs are used to describe 2D CAD models. Geometric constraint equations related to model operations are gotten by decomposing entity-parameter graphs.
Entity-parameter graph is a mixed graph and often used to describe 2D CAD models. An entity-parameter graph is formally defined as EPG=(E, P, C). E is a set which contains all entities in this model. Here, entities are 2D basic geometric graphs including vertexes, lines, curves, circles, arcs and etc. P is a set which contains parameter information of all entities. In order to determine the entity which a parameter belongs to, the form entity. parameter is used to describe a parameter. C is a set which contains all geometric constraints in model. In a geometric constraint, entities and parameters related to it are defined. In an entity-parameter graph, circles are used to denote entities and boxes are used to denote parameters in entities. At the same time, a directed arc is drawn from a circle representing an entity to a box representing its parameter. Relationships between entities and entities are described by geometric constraints. Triangle is used to denote geometric constraints. Meanwhile, an undirected arc is drawn from a triangle representing geometric constraint to a box representing its parameter. A 2D CAD model is shown in Figure 1 , and its entity-parameter graph is shown in Figure 2 . (1)Initialize set A and set S. A=Φ, S=Φ.
(2)Travel entity-parameter graph EPG and triangle node which corresponds to CE is found. (3)Start from triangle node and box nodes are found by undirected arcs. All parameters denoted by theses boxes are added into set S.
(4)while(S!=Φ){ ①An element par is selected from set S. ② Travel entity-parameter graph EPG and all triangle nodes denoting geometric constraints which are associated with it are found by undirected arcs. Its corresponding constraint equation is CF.
③A=A+{CF}. ④Start from triangle node denoting CF and box nodes denoting parameters are found by undirected arcs. All parameters are added into set S.
⑤S=S-{par}. } (5)Output all geometric constraint equations in set A.
Geometric Constraint Solving
Decompose entity-parameter graphs, relevant geometric constraint equations are obtained including CE 1 (X)=0, CE 2 (X)=0, …, CE n (X)=0. Here, parameter X is feature vector, X=(x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ) T . These n equations are synthesized and solved. The solution of X can be gotten. However, the solving load is very great. In this paper, geometric constraint equations are respectively squared and results are summed. The sum is set to 0, which is shown in equation (1) .
The solution of equation (1) is consistent with that of original equations. Here, the solution of algebraic equations is converted into an optimization problem in order to get feature vector X that minimizes the value of function F(X). Particle swarm optimization algorithm is applied to solve the problem.
Suppose that there are m particles in particle swarm. In the (k+1)th iteration, the ith particle updates its velocity and position according to equation (2) and equation (3).
Here, k id x denotes the ith particle's current position, and its fitness function value is fitness i . 
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is applied to solve geometric constraint equations as shown in equation (6) . Global optimal solutions in iterations are shown in Table 1 .
Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC From Table 1 , it can be seen that optimal solution of x 1 is 52.11426 and optimal solution of x 2 is 85.91442 at the 45th iteration. Equations (4) and equation (5) 
Conclusions
2D geometric constraint solving is a key problem in CAD modeling. In this paper, entityparameter graphs are used to decompose 2D geometric constraints. The complex geometric constraint problem is decomposed into several independent sub-problems. At the same time, particle swarm optimization algorithm is applied to solve constraint equations of each sub-
